
ME



Things I like to do .



Scie
Research & development of this project to succeed a Higher National Diploma.

Glubublu is a toolbox that could be compiled with similar. 
Each of them is linked to a specific activity : to paint, 
to repair, to make holes. etc
This one contains a saw and accessories, it has been 
thought for young urbans who just have light maintenance 
to do in their restricted flats.
They don’t have enough money to ask for a professional 
and enough space to have their own workshop.  
That is why this toolbox could be a good compromise for 
them. Regarding the conception, specific characteristics 
allow this box to be functional:

• On the top are all the elements you need with notches  
     to block the piece you want to cut.
• The blade’s saw could be changed depending on the 
     material you have to cut.
• The angle between the handle and blade can be  
    evaluated according to your environment for a good  
      cutting position.

This project is made with ABS a little pieces of hardware.



STEEL



WOOD





WaSte
Design and conception for “La villa Déchets” – Ecological and 
Design program in Nantes, october to december 2010.

This useful furniture comes from wastes.
I produced a night table and shelves for the association 
named “ La Villa Déchets”.
The creators of the association laid their finger on the fact 
that people throw out too many things. This Villa should 
show also that waste could be re-used to offer them 
a second life. (ecological and innovative design interests).
Joining the furniture contest of the association “la Villa 
déchets” as a volunteer, I conceived and made a Night 
table and 2 shelves that could be associated to create 
different shapes (Practicality and choice).
These products were selected to be exposed in one 
of the Villa’s room.





Compiling old furniture...
...to give them a new breath of life and prove they could be useful again.





MYSELF



Features important for me.



Hang it
Teamwork project created for an International competition on the theme: 
New ways of communication.

“ This wire is a special one !?
It could create relation if people only hang something on it”

Considering all the above, we developed the idea of creating 
a space where the users can express their emotions through important 
personal objects. 

The games rules?
Posting emotions about objects carrying a special value - emotion, 
memory or even thoughts - and invite others to share it and redo 
the same with their own objects.
We aim at creating a more ‘human’ way of communication, 
a non-numerical one. Through objects, the user is able to make 
the first contact with others and build a special bond. 
He/ She gives and at the same time receives a meaningful part of his 
or the other’s character personality. 
Applying our project ‘Share Emotions through WIRE’ we create 
a society based on trust among people.





SecouSSe
Two people to think about a route.

Those yellow wallets unclose a visual description of different key 
places in Nantes. One folder per place.
The yellow part is also inside a poster which expresses with photos 
the strong contrast that you can find in these areas.
Unclosed in the folder, a postcard represents the place without 
its environnement. It shows the building itself in order to recognize 
it by walkers however to hide the rest (environment, sensation, 
emotion) to keep a real discovery. 
It helps user to reveal something else, to try to go deeper in their 
feeling than usually.







PHotoS
Since immemorial time, people use the shapes of the human body 
to represent divinity or to make objects alive. For godhead, it is 
a method to feel secure and to express in a rational way 
that there is something upper. About objects, it simplifies the 
representation of the viewer.
This project uses the same process, showing that nature around... 
is alive too !
 
Those faces are looking at us since a long time, people doesn’t !
They forget to look at nature’s expressions and health. 
They just use it.

My idea here is to aware people about their environment 
and  to play with their sensibilities. In fact one of these faces 
could be someone of their family...

This modeled way (contrast - blur/net - shadow/light) allows to 
put in the foreground, the real values of each subject.







I



What i am able to do.



AQUA
Teamwork school project for Decathlon - French sports brand

This board was designed for aquatic gymnastic. 
It is made of EVA mousse, ABS and elastomer plastic.
It offers the possibility to work out alone without any 
teacher. A lot of different exercises are possible thanks 
to the fact it is adjutable. The user chooses if he opens 
it or closes it to work out in a better way.
This project has been achieved for Décathlon (French 
sports brand), like their own work. A team of 3 people: 
an engineer, a marketing specialist and a designer. 
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Open
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NAMI
School workshop creation

This project is a sushi plate made in plastic and wood, 
which includes specific places for soya sauce.
The general shape reminds the user of the movement 
and the freshness of the sea. It expresses the quality 
and the safety (respect) through its strict curves.
The constraint was to use thermoform plastic modeling. 
Moreover I included wood too, to reveal a kind 
of stylishness and to add an authentic aspect inspired 
from typical Japanese sushi plates.





GROTTO
Developped in a company (Procédés Chénel International)

This concept was developed to create a confined space 
in an exhibition booth. It is composed of parallel 
and lateral paper strips.
This cave creates a «quiet side» more pronounced. 
Ideal to enjoy an intimate open space.
A special draw was done to optimize its production 
in order not to create any waste with a standard model. 
Adaptable to any height and, width.
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